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Story
Bringer of Destiny – I Am Your Fate

One day, when Kiera is just a little girl, a strange man slips her a mysterious old coin at the funfair. Years
later, she comes across the coin while she is tidying up and cuts herself on it. From that moment on,
everything changes: the enigmatic Phoenix and his brother Hayden turn up at Kiera’s school, and the
arrogant Amy gets terrible acne all over her face – just as Kiera had secretly wished she would. Even
Kiera’s best friend Cody starts behaving strangely. It’s almost as if Kiera can use the coin to change the
course of fate.

As a successful book blogger, Stefanie Hasse knows exactly what her readers like: a perfect blend of
fantasy and romance, with an original protagonist, an exciting love interest (or preferably two), a dash of
humour and plenty of suspense!

Bringer of Destiny – I Am Your Fate is the first of two volumes!

Press commentaries

Stefanie Hasse
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Press reviews for the series:

“A well-written story.”
lovin-books.de

“A great story with interesting protagonists.”
buchzeiten.blogspot.de

“A wonderful story about a strong heroine who faces her destiny, in the truest sense of the word! A must-
read!”
Reader on lovelybooks.de
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More titles by this author

Magic Tales - Jinxed at
Midnight (Vol. 1)

Chaser of Destiny - I Am
Your Fate (Vol. 2)

Magic Tales - Kiss-Wake Up
at Dawn (Vol. 2)

Heliopolis - Magic Made of
Eternal Sand (Vol. 1)

Heliopolis - The Nameless
Lovers (Vol. 2)
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